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AnnouncementsAnnouncements

�� ReadingReading

�� TodayToday M&M 1.1M&M 1.1 66--1616

�� Next classNext class M&MM&M 1.21.2 3030--4444
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Describing DataDescribing Data

�� Variables:  Categorical versus quantitativeVariables:  Categorical versus quantitative

�� Displaying Distributions with graphsDisplaying Distributions with graphs

�� Bar graphs, pie charts, histograms, stemBar graphs, pie charts, histograms, stem--andand--leaf leaf 

plotsplots

�� SkewnessSkewness
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Variables and DistributionsVariables and Distributions

�� VariableVariable:  Any particular characteristic that can :  Any particular characteristic that can 

take on different take on different ““valuesvalues”” for each individual.for each individual.

�� ExamplesExamples:  Age, gender, GPA, major:  Age, gender, GPA, major

�� Categorical variableCategorical variable:  Places individuals into :  Places individuals into 

one of several groups or categories.one of several groups or categories.

�� Quantitative variableQuantitative variable:  Takes numerical values :  Takes numerical values 

for which arithmetic operations are meaningful.for which arithmetic operations are meaningful.
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Example:  Survey QuestionExample:  Survey Question

�� What is your interest in this course?What is your interest in this course?

++--------------------++

| interest || interest |

||--------------------||

1. |        4 |1. |        4 |

2. |        8 |2. |        8 |

3. |        5 |3. |        5 |

4. |        8 |4. |        8 |

5. |        7 |5. |        7 |

||--------------------||

6. |        . |6. |        . |

7. |        7 |7. |        7 |

8. |        5 |8. |        5 |

9. |        5 |9. |        5 |

10. |        6 |10. |        6 |
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Distribution of a VariableDistribution of a Variable

�� DistributionDistribution:  Describes what values a variable :  Describes what values a variable 
takes on, and how frequently these values occur.takes on, and how frequently these values occur.

�� The distribution of a variable can be described The distribution of a variable can be described 
through both graphics and numerical through both graphics and numerical 
summaries.summaries.

�� The three most used characteristics are The three most used characteristics are shape, shape, 
center (or location), and spread (or center (or location), and spread (or 
variability)variability)..

�� Shape:  A picture is worth a thousand words.Shape:  A picture is worth a thousand words.
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Graphs for Categorical DataGraphs for Categorical Data

�� Bar graphsBar graphs:  Display count/percentage of :  Display count/percentage of 

individuals in each category.individuals in each category.

�� Pie chartsPie charts:  Display percentages of individuals :  Display percentages of individuals 

in each category as in each category as ““wedgeswedges”” in a in a ““pie.pie.””
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Graphs for Quantitative DataGraphs for Quantitative Data

�� HistogramsHistograms:  Display the distribution of values :  Display the distribution of values 

depicting the (relative) frequencies of depicting the (relative) frequencies of 

observations within intervals (usually of equal observations within intervals (usually of equal 

size).size).

�� BoxplotsBoxplots:  Display important summaries of the :  Display important summaries of the 

distribution of values (discuss later).distribution of values (discuss later).
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HistogramsHistograms

�� A histogram does the following:A histogram does the following:

1.1. Breaks the range of values into intervals of equal Breaks the range of values into intervals of equal 

length.length.

2.2. Displays the count/percentage of observations Displays the count/percentage of observations 

that fall into each interval (or that fall into each interval (or ““binbin””).).

�� Note that the number of intervals and interval Note that the number of intervals and interval 

width are important and can change the way width are important and can change the way 

the histogram looks dramatically for the same the histogram looks dramatically for the same 

set of data.set of data.
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Example:  InterestExample:  Interest
�� What is your interest in this course?What is your interest in this course?
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�� Histogram Histogram –– interest level from MA231interest level from MA231
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�� Histogram Histogram –– interest level from MA231interest level from MA231
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ShapeShape

�� The shape of the distribution can be described The shape of the distribution can be described 

by visually inspecting it.by visually inspecting it.

�� We generally say it is either symmetric or We generally say it is either symmetric or 

skewed.skewed.

�� If it is skewed, it can be skewed right or left.If it is skewed, it can be skewed right or left.

�� We also can state how many peaks it has (one We also can state how many peaks it has (one 

peak = peak = unimodalunimodal))
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Symmetric DistributionsSymmetric Distributions
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Skewed Distribution (right)Skewed Distribution (right)
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StemStem--andand--Leaf PlotsLeaf Plots
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